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Abstract 

An online content service requires services for describing, transcoding, publishing 
and searching for content, as well as delivering content to the end user. 

In a content rich world making it easy for viewers to find and access content on 
multiple platforms is increasingly important. Describing, linking and transcoding 
content requires significant effort. Automated and semi-automated tools are 
needed to provide metadata with sufficient granularity to search in an intuitive 
manner. Providing content on single or multiple platforms requires an automated 
transcoding process. 

High speed content movement services are needed to move content to other 
services and servers, as well as delivering content efficiently and reliably to the 
viewer. 

Services must scale from a few to many users. Deployable services are required, 
adding servers and services in real time, to meet viewer demand. 

The PRISM project employed distributed, automated and semi-automated 
services to index content, enhance metadata, transcode content, publish content, 
publish metadata, search for content and deliver content.  
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1 Introduction 
PRISM was a research project, co-funded by the UK Government TSB’s Collaborative Research 
and Development Programme [Ref. 1]. The project partners were BBC [Ref. 2], Belfast e-Science 
Centre [Ref. 3], BT Northern Ireland [Ref. 4] and QinetiQ [Ref. 5]. 

The objective of the PRISM project was to investigate and demonstrate the potential of grid-based 
solutions in an end-to-end, bi-directional media chain. This was achieved by demonstrating file 
based media production & distribution, employing GRID & Web Services, as shown in Figure 1.1.  
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Figure 1.1: File Based Media Production & Distribution, Employing GRID & Web Services. 

 

A key part of the PRISM project was the setup of a small technical pilot, employing PRISM 
services on the PRISM GRID computing network and in the home. 

The technical pilot demonstrated content transcoding, metadata indexing, metadata enhancement 
content movement, content publication and the delivery of published content to an end client with a 
user generated metadata and content capability. 
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2 PRISM Project Outline 
Pervasive Infrastructure and Services for Media are employed for the post-production and 
distribution of media using GRID & Web Services. 

 

2.1 PRISM Project Concept 
The PRISM project is a collection of services and tools running on the PRISM network. The PRISM 
project services employ a Service Orientated Architecture: 
 
• Services are automated or semi-automated. 

 Content and metadata are processed with no or minimal user intervention. 

• Services are scalable and deployable. 

 Allow the replication of content, servers and services on demand, scaling to the number of 
users and the throughput of content. 

• Services employ user authentication for security. 

 Digital certificate authentication, with access controlled by content and service policies. 

• High speed content movement services in the network and to the home. 

 Movement of content between services and file upload and download to a home client. 

• Employ federated search services for content discovery. 

 Users can search multiple distributed services as if a single search service. 

• Services have a low overhead 

 W3C web based and stand alone GRID services, requiring no middleware. 

• Services employ open standards and open source technologies. 

 

2.2 PRISM Metadata Philosophy 
Making it easy for viewers to find the content in a media rich environment, is increasingly 
important, as content will only have value if viewers can find it. Program title and descriptions 
provide only a very basic method of discovering content and are generally only helpful if the viewer 
is trying to find specific content. It is necessary to maximise the links or paths between content, so 
viewers can navigate across a wide range of content. 

TV Anytime is an open standard metadata scheme that allows content to be linked, associated and 
described in many ways, providing the viewer with a more intuitive way of finding content. The 
ability for viewers to rate and describe content themselves brings a social network aspect to search 
and provides further ways to discover content. In the future, this could be extended to a Wikipedia 
style approach to describing and linking content. 

In a broadcast world, scheduling can be used to help viewers find content they were not 
specifically searching for. In an on-demand world, describing and linking with sufficient granularity 
helps viewers find content they were not specifically looking for.  

Metadata in the PRISM project allowed the viewer to search for content based keywords, shows, 
series, genres and scene descriptions, as well as rate and describe content themselves. The 
viewer can find more content based on what they have just watched or find new content in many 
different ways. The use of scene or segment metadata could be extended to provide clips for 
mobile services, play lists and virtual channels for regional or local content. 
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2.3 PRISM Key Services 
The PRISM technical pilot is implemented as a set of PRISM services. These are detailed later in 
the sections on the PRISM technical pilot services: 
 

• Security 

• Transcode 

• Indexing 

• Content movement 

• Publication  

• Semi-automated metadata creation 

• Search 

• PRISM Set Top Box Emulator Client 
 
 

2.4 PRISM Network 
The PRISM network is a collection of servers and storage at different project partner sites, 
connected by the JANET network [Ref. 6]. All the PRISM services run on the PRISM network, as 
shown in Figure 2.1.   
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Figure 2.1: The PRISM Network. 
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3 PRISM Technical Pilot 
The PRISM technical pilot was intended to demonstrate end-to-end PRISM services for media 
content distribution on a GRID network. The pilot showcased metadata enhancement and filtering, 
content movement, content publication and the delivery of published content to an end client with 
user generated content capability. 

A mixture of catch-up and fixed on-demand archive services were deployed on the PRISM 
network, accessed by the PRISM set top box emulator and a BeSC (EOverI) web client over 
ADSL, LAN and direct internet connections, as shown in Figure 3.1 below. 
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Figure 3.1: PRISM Technical Pilot 

 

3.1 PRISM Content Sources 
The PRISM technical pilot provided catch-up content from an internal BBC “catch-up” service and 
content from the BBC Archive [Ref. 7], as shown in Figure 3.2, below. 
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Figure 3.2: PRISM Technical Pilot Sources 

 
Initially some HD content was to be provided, but the ADSL bandwidth was not sufficient to transfer 
HD content file sizes. 
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3.1.1 Catch-Up Content  
Catch-up content is previously broadcast content, transferred to the PRISM network from an 
internal BBC “catch-up” service. Metadata was taken from this service and from the BBC 
Backstage [Ref. 8] website in TV Anytime format [Ref. 9].  
 

Content Source:  BBC “catch-up” Service 
 
Metadata Source: BBC “catch-up” Service  
 
Metadata Source: BBC Backstage website 
 
Channel Names: BBC1, BBC2, BBC3, BBC4, CBBC, CBeebies 
 
Channel Locator:  Existing channel names in metadata 
 
Content Bit Rate: 5 to 6Mbps MPEG2 variable bit rate 
 
 
 
This content type was a rolling store of previously broadcast BBC content, downloaded from the 
BBC “catch-up” system. Older content was automatically removed as storage became full. 

 

 

 

3.1.2 Archive Content 
A fixed set of content provided by the BBC Archive. The content was a selection of BBC series 
from 1960 to 1983 and 1990 to 2005, taken from a variety of genres. 

 

Content Source:   BBC Archive D3 Preservation Project [Ref. 10] 
 
Metadata Source:  D3 Ingest record, BBC Infax [Ref. 11], External websites 
 
Channel Name:  BBC Archive 
 
Channel Locator:   BBC Archive 
 
Content Aspect Ratio:  4/3 video aspect ratio 
 
Content Bit Rate:  3Mbps MPEG2 
 

 

Metadata for a selection of the D3 content will be enhanced with cross linked groups and segment 
descriptions and an associated web page. Metadata for this content will be created using the 
QinetiQ metadata generation service.  

Original D3 browse files contain colour bars and a count down clock at the start of the content. This 
has been removed before transcoding and indexing. 
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4 PRISM Search Service 
Content can be discovered using the PRISM search service, without the use of digital certificates. 
The search service provides relation links from the current viewed content (MORE search) or top 
down searches without the current content starting point (FIND search).  

 

Supported searches: 

Related (MORE Search) Top Down (FIND Search) 
Show, Series and Other Groups Keyword 
Genre Show, Series & Other Group 
Scene Genre 
Date & Time Scene 
Rating Date & Time 
Associated Web Page  Rating 
 

It was possible to directly access the search service with a standard web browser, although it 
would be possible to provide secure access using certificates and tokens. 

  

4.1 Keyword Search 
Only applicable to top down FIND Searches, this service searches for content where any of the 
metadata fields match a word or phrase entered by the user. 

 

4.2 Show, Series & Other Collection Group Search 
All D3 (Archive) content belongs to at least one series group and series groups are a member of a 
show group. This provides a hierarchical mechanism for finding content. Selecting a show group 
returns a view of series groups, which in turn, provides individual episodes. 

Other series groups allow cross grouping of content. A TV Anytime other collection group could 
have been used for this, but to simplify the user interface Series groups were used to cross link 
content as shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Dr Who: Tomb of 
the Cybermen:3
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Dr Who: Tomb of 
the Cybermen:4
bbc.co.uk/D__00600101

SERIES GROUP
Doctor Who – Doctors, 2nd

crid://bbc.co.uk/_SERDRWHODOCTORS2

SERIES GROUP
Doctor Who – Villains, Cybermen

crid://bbc.co.uk/__SERDRWHOVILLANSCYBERMEN

 
 

Figure 4.1: Cross Linked Series Groups 
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4.3 Genre Search 
Each item of content has associated genres (program types), listed in the metadata. The TV 
Anytime metadata schema supports a wide range of genre. To simplify genre searches in the 
technical trial, genres are artificially grouped under 11 super-genres: 
 
Childrens, Music, News, Arts, Science, Comedy, Sport, Drama, Lifestyle, Factual or Entertainment    
 
The set top box emulator will search using super-genres only, listing all content assigned to the TV 
Anytime sub-genres that belong to the super-genre, as shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2: Genre Searches 

 

 

The super genres correspond to specific genres in the TV Anytime schema: 

 
Super-Genre 

 
TV Anytime Genre Ref Uniform Resource Name (URN) ID 

Childrens'       urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2005:4.2.1 
Music             urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2005:3.6 
News              urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2005:3.1.1 
Arts              urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2005:3.1.4 
Science  urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2005:3.1.6 
Comedy   urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2005:3.5.7 
Sport             urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2005:3.2 
Drama             urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2005:3.4 
Lifestyle        urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2005:3.8 
Factual  urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2005:3.1, 1.2 or 1.3 
Entertainment    urn:tva:metadata:cs:ContentCS:2005:3.5 or 1.1 
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4.4 Scene Search 
TV Anytime metadata allows individual scenes within an item of content (known as segments), to 
be searched based on a title and description. Scenes from multiple content items can be grouped 
together, as shown in Figure 4.3. 

In related (MORE) searches, scene search allows all the scenes for a content item to be listed and 
selected in a similar manner to a DVD scene selection.  

In top down (FIND) searches, it is possible to find content, based on specific scenes within the 
content. 

It is also possible to group together related similar scenes, from many content items. Cross content 
scenes groups were not supported in the PRISM project technical pilot. 
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Figure 4.3: Scene Searches 

 

 

4.5 Date & Time Search 
Channel, data and time searches are used to display content in simple EPG like manner, 
displaying content by date, time and channel. 

The search service supports searching by the service ID (channel), published start time and 
published duration in the TV Anytime Program Location Table. In the time available, PRISM set top 
box emulator development effort was focused on grouping and scene searches, rather than more 
standard date and time type searches. 
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4.6 Rating Search 
This search service allows content listed by individual user or publisher ratings. 

User ratings allow content rated by specific users to be listed, while publisher ratings make it easier 
to find popular content in the same manner as TV magazine ‘popular picks.’ 

In a real IPTV service, user rating groups would be implemented. However, for the technical trial, 
individual user’s names can be searched. Ratings can be applied to any item of content. However, 
it is optional for a user to add a rating to a particular item of content. Ratings can also be used to 
search for content stored locally on the PRISM set top box emulator. 

Rating searches are supported by the EoverI web page, but not the PRISM set top box emulator. 
The PRISM set top box emulator is able to rate content for local use and publish the ratings to the 
search service. 

 

 

4.7 Associated Content Webpage 
The metadata for each item of content contains a Related Material Media Locator field, which 
specifies a web page specific to the item of content.  

In the set top box emulator, under the related (MORE) search, it is possible to view a rendered web 
page. Unfortunately, due to development time constraints and issues with preventing pop-up web 
pages, the displayed web page is only the BBC main page. It is not be possible to browse the web 
page and follow links. 

 

 

5 PRISM Indexing & Publishing Services 
TV Anytime metadata files are indexed into the search service, using Belfast e-Science Centre 
tools. The XML files are posted into the database that forms part of the search service. The open 
source SOLR [Ref. 12] XML database forms part of the PRISM search service. 

Content files for published content are transcoded and then moved to download service folders on 
the GRIDFTP and streaming servers.  

 

 

6 GRIDFTP Download & Upload Service 
Globus GRIDFTP [Ref. 13] tools are employed to provide file download and file upload services to 
a PRISM set top box emulator. Content is transferred between a GRIDFTP server in the network 
and a GRIDFTP client in the set top box emulator. 

GRIDFTP provides high speed content movement employing multiple TCP/IP connections and 
optimised TCP/IP buffering. 

GRIDFTP servers and GRIDFTP client source code and implementations are available on the 
Globus website [Ref. 13]. 
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7 PRISM Semi-Automated Metadata Service 
This service employed the QinetiQ content management and TV Anytime translation tools to create 
TV Anytime metadata for the Archive content. Existing metadata from the D3 Preservation project 
is converted and enhanced for use in the PRISM search service.  

The QinetiQ tools run as web services on virtual machines installed on Windows Enterprise 
servers on the PRISM network. 

 

7.1 Content Management Tool 
The Content Management tool ingests D3 preservation text files and content. The content files are 
converted into jpeg files, representing each video frame. Video object recognition analysis is then 
performed on the frames, using a small GRID of Windows Enterprise servers. Virtual machines are 
employed for video object recognition analysis. 

Initially it was intended to use face recognition technology to identify characters and actors, to 
automatically identify content groups and segments. Due to technology and time constraints, the 
QinetiQ tools largely perform shot detection.  

The content management system allows keyframes to be tagged, using SOM and SAMMONS 
algorithms, by image search or by visual scene examination as shown in Figure 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7.1: Keyframe Tagging Based on SOM and SAMMONS Views 
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Figure 7.2: Keyframe Tagging Based on Image Search 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7.3: Keyframe Tagging Based on Visual Scene Examination 

 

 

Keyframe tags are then used to set scene start and scene end timing information, for TV Anytime 
segments, in the TV Anytime Translation Tool. 
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7.2 TV Anytime Translation  
The TV Anytime translation service imports metadata information from the D3 preservation project 
text files. Tagging and scene timing information are imported from the Content Management tool. 
Group membership and other descriptions are added manually, before publishing the TV Anytime 
metadata, as xml files, to the search service. 

 

7.2.1 TV Anytime Metadata Files 
There are 2 types of metadata files that need to be created, as shown in Figure 7.4. 

• Group information files contain cross content group and segment group metadata. 

• Content Description files contain content item specific metadata, such as program 
descriptions, segment lists, reviews and program location. 

 

 
TVA Main
<Program Description>

</Program Description>

<Segment Information Table>
<Segment Group List>

<Segment Group Information Group ID …>
<Segment Group Type>
<Description>
<Segment Ref List>

</Segment Group Information>
<Segment Group Information Group ID …>

<Segment Group Type>
<Description>
<Segment Ref List>

</Segment Group Information>
…………………………….
</Segment Group Information>

</Segment Group List>
</Group Information Table>

<Group Information Table>
<Group Information group Id = "crid://bbc.co.uk/__SER….">

<GroupType xsi:type="Program Group Type Type" value="series"/>
<Basic Description>

<Member Of xsi:type="Member Of Type" crid = "crid://bbc.co.uk/_SHOW…"/>
</Group Information>
<Group Information group Id= "crid://bbc.co.uk/_SHOW….">

<GroupType xsi:type="Program Group Type Type" value="show"/>
<Basic Description>

</Group Information>
</Group Information Table>

TVA Main
<Program Description>

</Program Description>

<Segment Information Table>
<Segment Group List>

<Segment Group Information Group ID …>
<Segment Group Type>
<Description>
<Segment Ref List>

</Segment Group Information>
<Segment Group Information Group ID …>

<Segment Group Type>
<Description>
<Segment Ref List>

</Segment Group Information>
…………………………….
</Segment Group Information>

</Segment Group List>
</Group Information Table>

<Group Information Table>
<Group Information group Id = "crid://bbc.co.uk/__SER….">

<GroupType xsi:type="Program Group Type Type" value="series"/>
<Basic Description>

<Member Of xsi:type="Member Of Type" crid = "crid://bbc.co.uk/_SHOW…"/>
</Group Information>
<Group Information group Id= "crid://bbc.co.uk/_SHOW….">

<GroupType xsi:type="Program Group Type Type" value="show"/>
<Basic Description>

</Group Information>
</Group Information Table>

TVA Main
<Program Description>

</Program Description>

<Program Information Table>
<Program Information program ID = “crid://….>

……
</Program Information>
<MemberOf xsi:type="MemberOfType" crid="crid://bbc.co.uk/_SER….."/>

</Program Information Table>

<Program Review Table>
<Review program ID = “crid://….>

…….
</Review>

</ Program Review Table>

<Program Location Table>
{Schedule Event}

</ Program Location Table>

<Segment Information Table Time unit = PT1N1000F>
<Segment List>

……
</Segment List>
<Segment Group List>

……
</Segment Group List>

</Group Information Table>

TVA Main
<Program Description>

</Program Description>

<Program Information Table>
<Program Information program ID = “crid://….>

……
</Program Information>
<MemberOf xsi:type="MemberOfType" crid="crid://bbc.co.uk/_SER….."/>

</Program Information Table>

<Program Review Table>
<Review program ID = “crid://….>

…….
</Review>

</ Program Review Table>

<Program Location Table>
{Schedule Event}

</ Program Location Table>

<Segment Information Table Time unit = PT1N1000F>
<Segment List>

……
</Segment List>
<Segment Group List>

……
</Segment Group List>

</Group Information Table>

TVA Group XML

TVA Content Description XML

 
 

Figure 7.4: TV Anytime Group and Content Description XML Files. 
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7.2.2 TV Anytime Translation Tool 
The TV Anytime Translation tool allows metadata to be saved, searched, edited and published. Its 
key purpose is to semi-automate the creation of TV Anytime group associations and segments for 
content. 

• Group metadata allows content to be grouped as series or shows. It also allows cross linking 
of content by other groups, such as villains, characters, themes etc.    

• Segment metadata provides the description of individual scenes within an item of content, 
allowing much more granular searches.  

 

Group and scene based discovery of content is one of the key, non GRID specific, elements 
demonstrated in the PRISM project. 

 

 

Metadata Search, Save and Publish 
The TV Anytime Viewer, as shown in Figure 7.5, allows the user to select metadata for single or 
multiple content items, as some of the basic descriptive metadata is the same for episodes from a 
particular series or show.  

Metadata was also published to the search service from this interface. It is possible to publish 
group or content xml multiple times, this would create multiple instances in the search service. 

It is necessary to be able to select and save all metadata, to globally add metadata fields and re-
publish any content that may have been unintentionally removed from the search service.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 7.5: TV Anytime Viewer – Search & Storage. 
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Metadata Editing 
As shown in Figure 7.6, the metadata fields can be edited in the TV Anytime Viewer. It is also 
possible to set descriptive metadata fields for multiple content items in one go, as all episodes from 
a particular series or show will have the same values for specific metadata fields. 

 

e.g: The following fields have the same value for all episodes in a Kenny Everett series: 

• Genre 

• Intended Audience 

• Group Membership 

• Associated web page links 

 

Some of these fields can also be directly imported from the D3 preservation project text files. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7.6: TV Anytime Viewer – Editing of TV Anytime Fields. 
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Metadata Group Management 
As shown in Figure 7.7, the TV Anytime tools provide a Group Manger, allowing the creation of 
Show, Series and Other collection groups.  

• Series and other collection groups must always belong to a show group.  

 

To simplify the user interface, other collections are described using series group membership fields 
and are displayed as series groups. 

Show, series and other collection group xml is published to the search service by publishing the 
show group. It is therefore necessary to create all series and other collection groups before 
publishing the show group. However, Groups can be updated by re-publishing the show group and 
deleting the older show group instance in the search service. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7.7: TV Anytime Viewer – Programme Group Management. 

 
 
Metadata Segment Management 
As shown in Figure 7.8, the TV Anytime Viewer allows scenes to be created using a segment 
management tool.  

The TV Anytime viewer allows scenes to be amalgamated from a selection of key frames. 
Keyframes are selected based on either time code and tagging information, or by visual selection 
of the start and end of a scene. The segment time codes are calculated from the amalgamated 
individual keyframe time codes. 

The segment management tool allows a keyframe picture to be selected to represent the segment 
in the main TV Anytime viewer. In the future this could be provided to the search service to give 
visual icons to represent the programme and segments. 
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Figure 7.8: TV Anytime Viewer – Segment Management 

 

The segments are manually described in the main TV Anytime editor, where it is also possible to 
delete or combine segments. 
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8 PRISM Transcoding Service 
The transcoding service is a web service installed on Windows Enterprise servers on the PRISM 
network. The Windows Enterprise servers are all dual quad-core machines, with 12GB of RAM. 

With three Windows Enterprise servers, it was possible to transcode almost all the daily BBC 
broadcast output for BBC One, BBC Two, BBC Three, BBC Four, CBBC and CBeebies. BBC 
News 24 and News programs are not transcoded, as they not provided as part of the PRISM 
catch-up service. 

 

 

8.1 Rhozet Carbon Coder 
The web service is a wrapper for a commercial transcoding application called Rhozet Carbon 
Coder [Ref.14]. Carbon Coder has a JAVA [Ref. 15] API, making it easy to incorporate into a web 
service. The Carbon coder application will only work on the Window XP or Windows Server 2003 
operating systems.  

Carbon Coder can run multiple instances on each server, but a USB security dongle is required for 
each server. 

 

 

8.2 Windows Enerprise Servers 
Despite the increase in the operating system cost, the servers must run Windows Server 2003 
Enterprise Edition. Windows Server 2003 Standard Edition will only support up to 4GB of RAM. 

One instance of Carbon Coder can run for every 2 cores, so each server can run 4 instances of 
Carbon Coder.  

 

 

8.3 Web Service 
The transcoding service is implemented as a standard SOA web service, with the web interface 
described using a WSDL file.  The use of a SOA and WSDL allows the transcoding service to be 
standardised, independent of the transcoding application. The transcoding application could be 
changed, without changing the web service interface. 

The WSDL file specifies the interface for the web service and can be used to automatically 
generate client side interface code to communicate with the web service. 
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9 Conclusion 
PRISM services have been successfully deployed for a small technical pilot. At the time of this 
white paper, the technical pilot has been running almost continually since January 2009. The 
automated services have been stable and required minimal user intervention, except for the 
removal of older catch-up content.  

Content has been downloaded and streamed to both commercial and home locations, providing 
useful insights into issues such as home ADSL bandwidth limitations, scaling of services and setup 
of equipment in participants homes. 

Experience from the PRISM project suggests that as well as the scalability and security provided 
by a GRID computing network, clever linking of content, federated search services and the use of a 
SOA are essential for the post-production and distribution of media over the internet. 
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10  Glossary 
 

API  Application Program Interface 

BeSC  Belfast e-Science Centre 

CA  Certification Authority. 

DNS  Domain Name Server 

DTI  Department of Trade and Industry 

GRIDFTP GRID File Transfer Protocol 

GSI  GRID Security Infrastructure (Certificate authentication based security) 

FTP  File Transfer Protocol 

GRID  Distributed Computing Network or Cloud Network 

IETF  Internet Engineering Task Force 

IDE  Integrated Desktop Environment 

IP  Internet Protocol 

IPTV  Internet Protocol TV 

ISOC  Internet Society 

JANET  Joint Academic Network 

LAN  Local Area Network 

NGS  National Grid Service 

NTP  Network Time Protocol 

OGF  Open GRID Forum 

RFC  Request For Comments 

SAMMONS An algorithm for data structure analysis, named after its inventor 

SOA  Service Orientated Architecture 

SOM  Self Organizing Map 

SSH  Secure Shell (certificate authentication based security) 

TCP  Transmission Control Protocol 

TCP/IP  Transmission Control Protocol over Internet Protocol 

TSB  Technology Strategy Board 

UDP  User Datagram Protocol 

WAN  Wide Area Network 

WSDL  Web Service Definition Language 

XML  eXtensible Markup Language 
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